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Skilled reading depends critically on at least two foundational skills: decoding and comprehension () and in typical development these skills develop in tandem (Gough, Hoover & Peterson, 1996) ADDIN EN.CITE  .  The Simple View of Reading proposes that reading comprehension is the product of decoding skill and oral language comprehension (Gough & Tunmer, 1986).  Despite the intimate relationship between text comprehension and both word decoding  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ) and oral language abilities (; ) ADDIN EN.CITE  observed in typical reading development, children with developmental disorders raise the possibility that skilled decoding and oral language strengths may be necessary, but not sufficient, to ensure adequate text comprehension (Nation & Norbury, 2005).  Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a case point.
ASD is a pervasive developmental disorder characterised by impairments in social interaction and communication which are accompanied by a restricted repertoire of interests and behaviour (American Psychological Association, APA, 2013).  The linguistic, cognitive and reading profiles of children with ASD vary dramatically, ranging from floor to ceiling on standardized measures (;  ADDIN EN.CITE ).  However, many children with ASD demonstrate a ‘poor comprehender’ reading profile (Huemer & Mann, 2010; ADDIN EN.CITE   ; Nation, et al., 2006) in which comprehension lags behind reading accuracy and chronological age expectations (cf.  ).  Indeed, Nation et al. (2006) found that one third of ASD readers could be categorised as poor comprehenders, which is considerably higher than the 7-10% of TD children experiencing poor reading comprehension relative to reading accuracy and chronological age (;  ADDIN EN.CITE Nation, et al., 2010; ; ; ).
Aspects of the cognitive style exhibited by some individuals with ASD have been implicated in the increased rates of poor reading comprehension observed in this population. For example, theory of mind deficits () may impair comprehension as a result of reduced understanding of the mental states of story characters and how these internal states motivate character behaviour.  To that end, measures of social symptom severity have been found to predict small, but significant amounts of variance in the reading comprehension scores of individuals with ASD ().  Furthermore, children with ASD appear to have more difficulty comprehending texts with high social content relative to passages that require low social knowledge ().  In addition, children with ASD have been reported to have difficulty integrating information from different sources to achieve holistic meaning (; ), leading them to process individual elements of text rather than experiencing the story as a coherent whole ().  This style of processing, termed ‘weak central coherence’ (WCC) may be especially detrimental to text comprehension because of the need to integrate information across the text, as well as with general knowledge and experience, in order to make appropriate inferences (Jolliffe & Baron-Cohen, 1999).
However, the majority of previous investigations of reading comprehension within ASD have included heterogeneous groups with wide ranging linguistic abilities. In addition, few studies investigating WCC using written materials have incorporated measures of single word reading. Given that reading comprehension in typical development is underpinned by both decoding and oral language competence (Gough & Tumner, 1986), it is perhaps not surprising that these skills are also crucial foundations for reading competence within ASD ().  Recently,  () conducted a meta-analysis of 35 studies exploring reading comprehension with ASD participants.  Across studies and participant groups, the strongest individual predictors of reading comprehension were decoding skill (which accounted for 55% of variance) and semantic knowledge (which accounted for 57% of the variance). 
Despite these associations, few studies have explicitly compared the reading profiles of children with different language phenotypes within the ASD population. Those that have incorporated this participant design have investigated reading comprehension only at the passage level. The consistent finding is that children with ASD and age-appropriate structural language skills (ALN) achieve higher reading accuracy and comprehension standard scores than children with ASD and a language impairment (ALI), who attain similar scores to non-autistic peers with a language impairment  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ).
In addition to exploring individual factors related to reading comprehension it is also important to identify when in the reading process comprehension difficulties begin to emerge, in order to target interventions effectively.  While there is substantial evidence that many children with ASD have difficulties with passage reading comprehension ( ADDIN EN.CITE Frith & Snowling, 1983; ; ; ; ; ), there is considerably less research exploring sentence-level reading comprehension, and results are equivocal.  If comprehension is impaired at the sentence level, this should be rectified prior to targeting passage level comprehension.
Written sentence comprehension
The homograph task has been used extensively to measure the extent to which  individuals with ASD use contextual information to modify pronunciation of ambiguous words, for example, a ‘in her eye/dress there was a big tear’.  At the sentence level, it has consistently been reported that individuals with ASD use contextual information less effectively than non-autistic peers, exhibiting a tendency to use the most frequent pronunciation, regardless of the sentence context  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ).  However, performance on such tasks may also be influenced by the language and reading skills of the participants. It is therefore possible that group differences are driven more by associated linguistic and reading factors, rather than aspects of autistic phenotype per se.
Consideration of language ability is particularly important given the demands of the homograph task.  Successful completion requires children to understand that homographs have multiple meanings, to know these multiple meanings and to know that they are associated with different pronunciations, to access the correct meaning/pronunciation and to inhibit the incorrect meaning/pronunciation (even when it is of higher frequency).  These skills are all reported to be poorer amongst children with language difficulties (cf. Norbury,  ADDIN EN.CITE  ADDIN EN.CITE 2005), in part due to reduced semantic knowledge.  
Additionally, task characteristics, such as stimuli presentation order, can influence performance.  Brock and Bzishvili () found that university undergraduate students became increasingly aware of the nature of the homograph task as it progressed and modified their responses accordingly.  Individuals began to expect that subordinate meanings were likely to be encountered, and over time, accuracy for subordinate pronunciations increased.  Thus, the homograph task may not exclusively measure immediate and spontaneous use of context, as is commonly assumed. Instead, executive skills such as comprehension monitoring and set shifting play a role in task success, skills that some children with ASD may find difficult  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ; ; ; ).
A more implicit measure of sentence comprehension involves analysis of reading pace.  West and Stanovich () presented participants with a written sentence stem, then displayed the final word of the sentence after a brief delay.  Both TD children and adults read the final word quicker when it was semantically congruent, as opposed to anomalous, with the sentence stem (i.e. ‘The girl sat on the… chair/cat’).  Similarly, Joseph et al.  ADDIN EN.CITE () manipulated the plausibility of sentences and found that both TD children and adults read plausible sentences significantly faster than anomalous sentences.  This methodology was employed by Saldaña and Frith () to assess the sentence reading comprehension skills of 16 adolescent males with ASD who had poor passage comprehension.  Participants read sets of two short sentences followed by a general knowledge question.  For example, “The Indians pushed the rocks/cowboys off the cliff onto the cowboys/rocks.  The cowboys were badly injured.  Can rocks be large?”.  Both the TD and ASD groups read the primed questions quicker than the non-primed questions and the size of the priming effect for the ASD group did not differ from TD peers, who were matched for receptive vocabulary knowledge and reading ability.  
Likewise, Tirado and Saldaña (2013) found that adolescents and adults with ASD and poor passage comprehension read target phrases significantly quicker when the phrase was congruent, compared to incongruent, with information in the preceding sentence.  Thus, at the sentence level, many individuals with ASD can comprehend sentences and make inferences as efficiently as their TD peers, even if they experience difficulties with passage comprehension.  However, within the samples, and particularly within the ASD groups, there was large variation in language competence, especially with regards to receptive vocabulary.  It is therefore uncertain whether all participants with ASD comprehended the sentences to the same extent or whether those with poorer language ability struggled and their weaknesses were masked by the group mean.
Spoken sentence comprehension
Tasks measuring oral sentence comprehension have also yielded mixed results.  Henderson, Clarke and Snowling () assessed priming of homonyms in a verbally able group of children with ASD and their TD peers.  Participants listened to sentences that were either neutral (‘Sandy bought the bulb’) or primed the subordinate meaning of the ambiguous word (‘Judy planted the bulb’). Following the sentences, a picture appeared that was either congruent (FLOWER) or incongruent (LIGHT) with the sentence context, and participants were asked to name the picture as quickly as possible. No group differences were observed when the interval between the sentence and the picture was 250ms, as both groups primed appropriate meanings. However, at a longer interval of 1000ms, subtle differences began to emerge. Typically developing children experienced priming only for congruent pictures, whereas individuals with ASD experienced priming for both congruent and incongruent pictures.  These findings suggest that although children with ASD can utilise sentential context to some extent, they may have more difficulty than ability matched peers in initiating top-down strategies to modulate on-line sentence processing ().
Slightly different results have been reported when sentence processing tasks have required more strategic decision or response demands. For example, Norbury (2005) investigated lexical ambiguity resolution in children with ALN and ALI and compared their performance to TD children and non-autistic children with language impairment.  Like the Henderson et al. study, children listened to sentences that were either neutral (‘John walked by the bank’) or biased a particular meaning of the ambiguous word (‘John fished by the bank’).  Following the sentence, participants were asked to judge whether a picture (MONEY or RIVER) was appropriate to the sentence. After an interval of 1000ms group differences emerged, but these differences aligned with language status rather than autism diagnosis.  All children benefitted from the biased context; however both autistic and non-autistic children with language impairments experienced less facilitation from biased contexts than peers without language impairments, resulting in lower accuracy scores and slower reaction times.
Similarly, Brock, Norbury, Einav and Nation () used the visual world paradigm to investigate implicit contextual processing. They found that, as a group, children with ASD demonstrated a similar pattern of anticipatory gaze to a target item (HAMSTER) following a contextually constraining sentence (‘John stroked the…’).  However, when the target item was not depicted in the visual display, only children with language impairments fixated longer on a phonological competitor (HAMMER), even though it was contextually inappropriate to do so (e.g. hammers are not stroke-able). This suggests that sentence comprehension deficits are not a universal feature of ASD, but are predominantly associated with the ALI phenotype.
The current study
The current study explored the sentence and passage reading comprehension of children with ASD and uniquely compared children with different language phenotypes.  We predicted the following:
a)	At the sentence level, we anticipated that performance would align closely with language status, rather than autism diagnosis. Thus, children with ALN would read sentence stems that were syntactically coherent more quickly than those that were syntactically scrambled. It was also anticipated that children with ALN would read the final word of the sentence faster when it was semantically coherent with the sentence stem context, relative to the condition in which the final word was anomalous with the sentence stem context.  In contrast, we predicted that the reading pace of children with ALI would be less affected by the syntactic and semantic manipulations.
b)	At the passage level, we predicted that reading deficits in ASD might become more pronounced relative to TD peers. Nevertheless, across the group, we predicted that semantic knowledge would be a better predictor of comprehension than autistic symptomatology.
Method
Participants
Eighty children aged 7-14 years were recruited to the study.  The protocol was approved by the Research Ethics Committee at XXX; informed, written consent was obtained from all parents and verbal assent was obtained from all children.  Children with ASD (ALN n = 25, 22 male and ALI n = 25, 19 male) all held an existing diagnosis based on DSM-IV/ICD-10 criteria from a multi-disciplinary team external to the research group and were currently in receipt of a statement of special educational need for placement in a specialist school or unit serving children with ASD.  They also met diagnostic criteria on the relevant module of the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS; Lord et al., 2000).  Children with ALI were receiving additional educational support for language difficulties and obtained a scaled score below seven (10th percentile) on the Recalling Sentences subtest of the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals (CELF-4UK;  Semel, Wiig, & Secord, 2003), a sensitive diagnostic marker of language impairment  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ).  None of the children were receiving medication at the time of testing.  TD children (n = 30, 18 male) were recruited from local schools and communities and did not have any reported special educational needs, history of ASD or language delay.
Non-verbal (NVIQ) abilities were assessed using the Matrix Reasoning sub-test of the Wechsler Abbreviated Scales of Intelligence (WASI; Weschler, 1999).  Vocabulary was measured using the Expressive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test (Gardner, 1990a) and the Receptive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test (Gardner, 1990b).  Single word reading ability was assessed using the sight word efficiency (SWE) and phonemic decoding efficiency (PDE) subtests of the Test of Word Reading Efficacy (TOWRE;   Torgesen, Wagner & Rashotte, 1999).  All children attempted the sentence reading task, however only 12 of the 25 children with ALI had sufficient word reading ability to accurately and fluently complete this task (henceforth referred to as ‘ALI sentence readers’).  The ‘ALI word readers’ achieved a TOWRE SWE raw score <43 which indicated that they were reading at a level equivalent to a child younger than eight years old.  As illustrated by Table 2, the ALI word and ALI sentence readers did not differ in terms of gender composition (χ2 = .003, p = .953), non-verbal cognitive ability or vocabulary knowledge (all t-values < 1.65, p > .10).  However, the ALI sentence readers tended to be older (t = 1.82, p = .082), and had significantly lower CELF Recalling Sentences scores (t = 3.77, p = .002), indicating greater severity of language impairment.  The groups did not differ in autistic symptomatology as indexed by SCQ score and ADOS social and communication total (both t-values >.40, ps > .45).
The TD and ALN groups were matched for chronological age, as well as on cognitive, language and reading measures; however there was a significant difference in gender composition (χ2 = 5.78, p = .016), with the TD group containing a higher percentage of females.  To ensure this could not influence the results, the differences between TD males and females performance on the sentence reading tasks was explored.  There were no group differences (all p > .30).  The ALI sentence readers were significantly older, but had lower scores than the TD and ALN groups on all cognitive, language and reading measures.  We did attempt to match all groups for non-verbal ability, but similar to other studies, we found that non-verbal and verbal abilities were highly correlated (cf. Conti-Ramsden, St. Clair, Pickles & Durkin, 2012), such that children with ALI tended to have lower non-verbal ability scores (cf. Dennis, Francis, Cirino, Schachar, Barnes & Fletcher, 2009). Importantly, despite the difference in non-verbal reasoning, the ALN and ALI groups were matched on measures of autistic symptomatology (SCQ and the ADOS; see Table 1).  
***INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE***
***INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE***
Materials
Sentence processing
Participants were presented with three sets of 20 sentences to read aloud.
1.	Plausible – the sentence structure was syntactically correct and the final word semantically congruent with the main sentence content e.g. ‘I tied the laces on my... shoe’
2.	Anomalous  - the sentence structure was syntactically correct but the final word semantically anomalous with the main sentence content e.g. ‘I tied the laces on my... wolf’
3.	Scrambled – the words in the main sentence were scrambled so syntactic structure was disrupted, however the final word was semantically congruent with the main sentence context e.g. ‘The my laces I on tied... shoe’
Stimuli characteristics (Table 3) were derived from the N-watch psycholinguistics database ().  The final word of each plausible/scrambled sentence was randomly assigned to an anomalous sentence.
Sentence piloting
To ensure the sentences were plausible and the final word was semantically predictable, 20 adults (mean age = 26.73) undertook a sentence completion task.  They were asked to provide a final word for the 20 syntactically correct sentences.  Words with 80% accuracy were accepted and 18/20 sentences achieved this.  The other two sentences had lower rates of predictability, with semantically related words suggested (e.g. ‘ketchup’ instead of ‘mustard’).  Reaction times were therefore compared for these two items with the remaining 18 sentences and in all three sentence conditions the mean reaction times for the two words were within 1.25 SD of the other 18 items, thus these two items were retained in the sentence set.
Passage comprehension
We attempted to assess the passage comprehension of all individuals with ASD using Form 2 of the NARA-II (), although three individuals with ALN did not complete the task due to time constraints.  Participants completed a practice passage to familiarise them with the assessment and then began formal testing. Due to time and testing constraints in mainstream schools, we were only able to obtain complete NARA-II data from 18 of the TD participants.
Procedure
Participants were tested over two sessions in a quiet room in their school, at home or at the Psychology Department at XXX.  The test battery took approximately two hours to administer but was broken into shorter segments to avoid participant fatigue.  The sentence task was run on a laptop computer and presentation was controlled by E-Prime (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA).  Each sentence stem was presented in its entirety for participants to read aloud.  At the vocal onset of the last word of the sentence stem, the researcher pressed the enter key and a blank screen appeared for 1000ms (the timing was controlled via E-prime). The final word of the sentence was presented in isolation for participants to read aloud.  We selected an interval of 1000ms because previous research has revealed larger differences between ASD and TD groups at the later stages of semantic processing ().  Sentences were blocked by condition to avoid strategic responding (cf. Brock & Bzishvili, 2013); the order in which blocks were presented and the order of sentences within each block were randomised by E-prime.  
Sentence stem and final word reading was recorded using version 5.2.37 (​http:​/​​/​www.fon.hum.uva.nl​/​praat​/​manual​/​What_s_new_.html​) of Praat ().  Sentence stems were excluded from analysis and considered ‘inaccurate’ if participants made more than one word reading error or the sentence length was increased or reduced by more than one word (e.g. through additions or omissions).  Table 4  reports details of error rates; there was a total loss of 2.00% of data from the TD group (.83% from plausible sentence stems, 0.83% from anomalous sentence stems and 4.33% from scrambled sentence stems), a total loss of 3.60% of data from the ALN group (1.40% from plausible sentence stems, 2.00% from anomalous sentence stems and 7.40% from scrambled sentence stems) and a total loss of 6.94% of data from the ALI group (5.42% from plausible sentence stems, 3.75% from anomalous sentence stems and 11.67% from scrambled sentence stem.  Sentence stem reading time was calculated offline from the audio recording (for accurate sentences only), from voice onset of the first word of the sentence stem to onset of the last word of the sentence stem.  Reading times greater than 2.5 SD from the participant’s mean were excluded to remove outliers and this resulted in a total of 1.28% lost data from the TD group (2.00% from plausible sentences, 0.67% from anomalous sentences and 1.17% from scrambled sentences), 1.00% from the ALN group (1.00% from plausible sentences, 1.60% from anomalous sentences and 0.40% from scrambled sentences) and 0.42% from the ALI group (0.42% from each sentence type).
***INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE***
Final word reading latencies were excluded from analysis if the word was read incorrectly; see Table 4 for details of error rates.   There was a total loss of 3.82% of data from the TD group (3.50% from plausible sentence stems, 4.14 % from anomalous sentence stems and 3.83 % from scrambled sentence stems), a total loss of 6.40% of data from the ALN group (6.60% from plausible sentence stems, 6.20% from anomalous sentence stems and 6.40% from scrambled sentence stems) and a total loss of 10.97% of data from the ALI group (9.17% from plausible sentence stems, 10.83% from anomalous sentence stems and 12.92% from scrambled sentence stems).  
Vocal response time for the accurately read final words presented in isolation was calculated from presentation of the word to the vocal onset of that word from the audio recording, using Praat software.  Response times greater than two seconds or more than 2.5 SD from the participant’s mean were excluded to remove outliers.  This resulted in a total of 2.38% lost data from the TD group (1.5% from plausible sentences, 3.17% from anomalous sentences and 2.50% from scrambled sentences), 2.27% from the ALN group (1.20% from plausible sentences, 2.60% from anomalous sentences and 3.00% from scrambled sentences) and 2.78% from the ALI group (2.50% from plausible sentences, 2.92% from anomalous sentences and 2.92% from scrambled sentences).
Results
For all groups there was wide variation in mean reading time/latency.  We conducted log-transformations on the mean scores, but this did not improve the homogeneity of variance.  As a result, median times were reported, as these are more stable.
Sensitivity to syntactic coherence: sentence stem reading time
Plausible and anomalous sentences had the same sentence stems, thus we expected the reading times for these stems to be equivalent and they were: TD group (p = .626), ALN group (p = .447) or ALI group (p = .272), see Table 4. Reading times were therefore averaged to create a ‘syntactically coherent’ stem reading time.  
Figure 1 illustrates the median reading times for syntactically coherent and scrambled stems. A 3 (group: TD vs. ALN vs. ALI) x 2 (sentence type: coherent vs. scrambled) repeated measures ANCOVA was conducted on median sentence stem reading time for accurate responses only, with chronological age as the covariate.  Age explained a significant proportion of the variance, F(1, 63) = 21.11, p < .001, p2 = .25.  However, as illustrated by Figure 1, there was also a significant main effect of condition, F(1, 63) = 334.45, p = .001, p2 = .84, in which scrambled sentence stems were read more slowly than syntactically coherent sentence stems.  There was no main effect of group, F(2, 63) = 1.45,  p = .242, p2 = .04, although there was a significant group x sentence type interaction, F(2,63) = 5.22, p = .008, p2 = .14.  The interaction arose because there were no group differences in reading time for the scrambled stems, F(2, 64) = .53 p = .594, but there was a trend for the ALI group read the syntactically correct stems more slowly than their ALN peers (p = .130).  The extent of the facilitation derived from a syntactically correct sentence stem was calculated by deducting the median scrambled sentence stem reading time from the median syntactically correct sentence stem reading time, to create a difference score.  This is illustrated in Figure 2 as a ‘facilitation’ effect.
***INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE***
***INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE***
Sensitivity to semantic coherence: final word reading time
Condition presentation order was randomised, so approximately 50% of the participants in each group read the plausible final words before the anomalous final words, whilst the remaining participants read the anomalous final words first.  To determine whether presentation order influenced performance across the two conditions, the semantic facilitation values (difference between anomalous and plausible final word reading latency) of the children who read the plausible final words first were compared to the semantic facilitation scores of the children who were presented with the anomalous final words first.  There were no significant differences for either the TD, ALN or ALI groups (all ps > .10).
A 3 (group) x 3 (sentence type) repeated measures ANCOVA was conducted on median final word latency for accurate responses only, see Figure 3.  The covariate of chronological age accounted for significant variance, F(1,63) = 16.46,  p < .001, p2 = .21.  There was also a significant main effect of condition, F(2, 126) = 48.90, p < .001, p2 = .44.  More specifically, the reading latency was shorter for plausible final words than for anomalous final words (p < .001) and for scrambled final words (p < .001).  There was also a trend for scrambled final words to be read more quickly than anomalous final words (p = .058).  There was not a main effect of group, F(2, 63) = 2.18,  p = .122, p2 = .07, nor was there a significant group x condition interaction, F(4,126) = .412, p = .800, p2 = .01.  
***INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE***
Passage comprehension
At the sentence level, and given sufficient processing time, children with ALI were able to benefit from semantic context to the same extent as ALN and TD peers. However, only seven of the ALI children had sufficient reading ability to complete the NARA-II; the other five made more than the permissible number of errors on the first passage, thus the assessment was terminated.  Given the very small sample size, statistical analyses were not performed for the ALI group on mean NARA-II scores. Nevertheless, it is notable that even those children with ALI who were able to read connected text accurately, had lower accuracy comprehension scores than both ALN and TD peers (see Table 1).  In contrast, the accuracy scores of the ALN group did not differ from those of their TD peers, t = .96, p = .346, and neither did their comprehension scores, t = .76, p = .451.  Poor comprehenders were defined as those with NARA-II comprehension standard scores of less than 85, in the context of TOWRE Total scores above 85, with a score discrepancy of at least 10 standard points.  Four children with ALI (57%) and four children with ALN (18%) met these criteria, while none of the TD children did.
Our analyses so far have considered language status as a categorical variable; clearly language phenotype has a pronounced effect on text reading accuracy at both the sentence and passage level, though the effect of phenotype on text comprehension at sentence level is less clear.  Due to the high attrition rate in the ALI group, we conducted simultaneous regression analysis (n = 44), to enable us to explore language as a continuous variable that influences reading comprehension.  
We entered NARA-II standard score as the outcome variable and three predictor variables: vocabulary composite score, TOWRE total word reading efficiency standard score, and Social Communication Questionnaire score (as an index of ASD symptomatology).  The strong correlation between expressive and receptive vocabulary standard scores (r = .82, p < .001) justified the use of a vocabulary composite (created by averaging the two standard scores).  Table 5 shows zero-order and semi-partial correlations between NARA comprehension standard score and each predictor variable. 
The total model was significant, F(3, 42) = 17.56,  p < .001, and explained 57.50% of the variance in reading comprehension (see Table 5).  Both vocabulary composite (β = .41, t = 4.26, p < .001) and TOWRE total (β = .23, t = 2.32, p = .026) were significant predictors of reading comprehension.  In contrast, SCQ score was not a significant predictor (β = .04, t = .27, p = .790).  This analysis suggests that when children are fluent passage readers their reading comprehension skills rely on both oral language competence, specifically good semantic knowledge, as well as word identification skill.
Discussion
This study investigated the sentence and passage comprehension of children aged 7-14 with ASD.  This study contributes to the under-researched field of sentence comprehension and it is the only study to compare the sentence reading comprehension abilities of children with ASD and different language phenotypes.  The comparison of both children with ASD and age-appropriate structural language skills (ALN) and children with language impairments (ALI) to TD peers enabled us to begin to disentangle the influence of language skill and autistic presentation.  We found that although the children with ALI were able to read large numbers of single words, only 50% of those sampled were able to read accurately and fluently at the sentence level.   Children with ALN and the ALI children who were able to read sentences benefited from semantic coherence to the same extent as TD peers, although children with ALI derived less facilitation from syntactic coherence.  At the passage level, the influence of language skill was more evident.  Despite the ALI sentence readers being at least nine years old (mean age = 11.77), only 40% of the group were able to read the first passage of text, which is aimed at 6 year olds.  For the sample as a whole, both vocabulary knowledge and decoding skill predicted reading comprehension; autistic diagnosis, in contrast, did not predict any unique variance in comprehension skill.
Do children with ASD process sentence context differently to TD peers?
Previous research has demonstrated that in TD populations, words and sentences are read more quickly if they are syntactically and semantically coherent  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ).  Our results demonstrate that children with ASD also derive benefit from semantic coherence.  This is consistent with Saldaña and colleagues (; ) who found that individuals with ASD experienced on-line contextual facilitation in a sentence reading task.  The current study extends this previous work by including children of a younger age, as well as exploring individual differences in language ability and reading skill.
However, our findings are at odds with the results of homograph tasks which indicate that children with ASD have impaired sentence reading comprehension (Frith & Snowling, 1983; Joliffe & Baron-Cohen, 1999; Lopez & Leekam, 2003).  This disparity may be attributable to differential task demands and participants characteristics.  Successful completion of the homograph task is heavily dependent on linguistic knowledge, thus children with language difficulties are likely to perform more poorly on this task than their non-language impaired peers. However, as is the case with reading skill, language competence is rarely reported or taken into account.  Therefore difficulty with the homograph task may be related to linguistic and literacy competence, rather than ASD per se.
Using an implicit on-line measure, the current study found no evidence that children with ASD had semantic processing deficits at the sentence level when given a sufficiently long interval in which to process the preceding context.  Our results differ to those of Henderson et al. (2011), who did find differences in contextual processing at the same inter-stimulus interval.  These differences are likely due to differences in task demands; Henderson et al. (2011) employed a cross-modal task that involved listening to sentences and naming pictures, as well as specifically targeting the subordinate meanings of ambiguous words.  Similarly, Brock et al. (2008) found that children with ALI had difficulty using context to inhibit looks to a contextually inappropriate target.  Our task did not require inhibitory processes and so may have contributed to improved performance in our ALI readers.  Indeed, Brock et al. investigated anticipatory gaze to target pictures in sentences in constraining contexts (i.e. ‘Jon stroked the hamster’ versus ‘Jon chose the hamster’). Participants with ALI and those with specific language impairment benefited as much from the facilitating context as typical peers and peers with ALN. This suggests that in some very structured tasks, individuals with ALI do benefit from linguistic context, though differences may emerge when task demands increase.   
Although the findings pertaining to the ALI group should be interpreted with caution due to the small sample size and the small number of children with ALI with adequate reading skills to explore contextual processing, it is notable that the children with ALI derived less benefit than their peers from syntactic coherence.  Similar results have been reported from earlier studies exploring recall rates of auditorily presented grammatically and semantically coherent sentences relative to recall of meaningless word strings  ADDIN EN.CITE (; ).  It is noteworthy that the majority of children with ALI were unable to complete the sentence reading task due to insufficient reading skill, whereas all of the ALN children were fluent readers.  Thus, it is necessary to recognise that the results of this study are only applicable to sentence readers.  It is likely that children who struggle to read sentences would experience even less facilitation from syntactic and semantic coherence, as even more resources would be dedicated to identifying the words. 
Finally, adequate reading and contextual facilitation at the sentence level did not guarantee adequate levels of comprehension at the text level.  Our findings confirm recent work highlighting the vital role of oral language competence in reading comprehension. Nevertheless, even children with ALN are vulnerable to comprehension challenges, with 18% of the ALN group exhibiting a poor comprehender reading profile.  Our findings align with the meta-analysis of Brown et al. () who conclude that “having ASD predicts that an individual is more likely than not to have problems with reading comprehension, but whether a given person actually has reading comprehension deficits depends on more factors than ASD diagnosis alone” (p. 15).
There are two key conclusions from these results.  Firstly, they provide evidence that the Simple View of Reading  () is applicable to ASD as well as TD populations, consistent with recent findings (cf. Brown et al., 2013).   Secondly, the results indicate that decoding and language ability are key predictors of sentence reading competence in autistic populations (cf. Brown et al., 2013).  Future work should investigate the conditions under which children with ALN can achieve similar levels of comprehension to TD peers.
Implications
In order to target interventions effectively it is important to identify where in the reading process difficulties occur.  The results of this study indicate that children with ALN have proficient reading accuracy skills and comprehend text at both sentence and passage levels.  In contrast, many children with ALI are able to read individual words, but have difficulty reading connected text fluently.  Reading fluency creates a link between decoding and comprehension and concordantly fluency correlates with performance on comprehension assessments (; ).  Therefore for these children interventions could target reading fluency, as a prerequisite skill to comprehension (cf. Therrien, 2004; although see Adlof, Catts & Little, 2006).  In summary, interventions should be tailored to the reading and language profiles of the individual, rather than employing a uniform approach for all children with ASD and literacy difficulties.
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Participant ages and standard scores for ASD and TD children
Variable	TD(SD)n=30	ALN(SD)n=25	ALI sentence readers (SD)n=12	Test statistic(F)	p value
Chronological age	10.47   (1.01)8.29–12.51	11.21   (1.90)7.95–14.42	11.77a  (1.38)9.44-13.07	4.00	.023
Gender:                MaleFemale	1812	223	84	TD/ALN χ2 =5.77TD/ALI χ2 = 2.68ALN/ALI χ2 = .00	 .016 .1021.00
WASI matrix reasoning	55.33(7.00)	54.84(11.61)	40.42a (12.02)	13.41	< .001
Language ability:					
Expressive  one-word picture vocabulary test	120.42(15.12)	115.61(15.90)	86.92a(13.77)	21.03	< .001
Receptive one-word picture vocabulary test	115.76(11.27)	112.64(19.59)	82.08a(9.692)	23.58	< .001







SCQ	4.87a  (3.36)	19.90  (7.32)	20.11  (9.21)	1.03	.323
ADOS (Total)	___	10.16  (2.95)	12.00  (3.46)	t = .73	.487

 When assessment performance was above ceiling, a score one point above the standardisation ceiling was awarded (to be conservative), following the procedure implemented by Nation et al. (2006).  This applied to two children (one TD, one ALN) for both the receptive and expressive vocabulary test. When assessment performance was below floor, a score one point below the standardisation ceiling was awarded (to be conservative).  This applied to one ALI child for the expressive vocabulary test.  Means with superscript ‘a’ differ from other groups at p\.05.  1 = mean t-score (normative mean of 50, SD = 10). 2 = mean scaled score (normative mean of 10, SD = 3). Remaining language and reading scores are have normative mean of 100, SD = 1.5
Table 2
Participant ages and standard scores for ALI word readers and sentence readers
Variable	ALI word readers (SD)n=13	ALI sentence readers (SD)n=12	Test statistic(t)	p value
Chronological age	10.79   (1.31)8.29–12.51	11.77  (1.38)9.44-13.07	1.82	.082
Gender:	MaleFemale	121	111	χ2 = .003	.953
Non-verbal ability t-score(WASI matrix reasoning)	46.75  (8.28)	40.42 (12.02)	1.50	.147
Language ability:				
Expressive  one-word picture vocabulary teststandard score	78.25  (13.77)	86.92 (13.77)	1.54	.138
Receptive one-word picture vocabulary teststandard score	74.58  (12.77)	82.08  (9.69)	1.62	.119
Sentence repetitionscaled score	1.91  (1.58)	4.86  (1.68)	3.77	.002
Reading skill:				
TOWRE SWE    Raw scoreStandard score	25.68  (13.79)69.28  (10.49)  	67.94  (10.72)91.83   (8.09)	7.515.65	< .001< .001
TOWRE PDE    Raw scoreStandard score	   8.73 (7.23)70.64 (9.09)	35.56   (9.84)94.89  (12.03)	7.045.14	< .001< .001
Autistic symptomatology:				
SCQ	21.58  (6.10)	20.11  (9.21)	.44	.664
ADOS (Total)	10.50  (3.56)	12.00  (3.46)	.81	.459



















Reading accuracy and pace
Reading errors	Plausible sentencesMean (SD)	Anomalous sentencesMean (SD)	Scrambled sentencesMean (SD)
Sentence stems			
TD	0.17  (0.59)	0.28  (.46)	0.93  (1.23)
ALN	0.48  (1.23)	1.48  (.77)	1.56  (1.39)
ALI	1.33  (1.56)	0.92  (.77)	2.58  (2.50)
Final words			
TD	0.70  (0.75)	0.83  (0.89)	0.77  (0.77)
ALN	1.32  (1.03)	1.24  (1.05)	1.28  (1.17)
ALI	1.83  (0.94)	2.17  (0.72)	2.58  (0.52)
Reading pace – sentence stems	Plausible sentencesMean (SD)	Anomalous sentencesMean (SD)	Syntactically correctMean (SD)
TD	2054.10 (392.13)	2089.83  (367.67)	2071.96  (323.90)
ALN	1942.86 (525.18)	1998.74  (581.27)	1970.80  (523.63)
ALI	2353.92 (595.88)	2204.29  (532.04)	2279.10  (518.56)
Reading latency – final words	Plausible sentencesMean (SD)	Anomalous sentencesMean (SD)	Syntactically correctMean (SD)
TD	594.16  (152.70)	762.88 (94.40)	732.32 (104.54)
ALN	581.82  (149.38)	749.78  (166.23)	708.48 (105.27)
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